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SUMMARY
The series considered are mE»'I, l~IE»') , (kIH~"), and (k)H~"'. The regions of
convergence are determined by Stirling's theorem, some simple estimations and
derangements, and comparisons with classical hypergeometric seri es.
Exton has introduced and investigated some interesting multiple
hypergeometrie series, an account of which is found in his recent book
[1]. The question of convergence conditions, however, was not settled in
all cases . In the present paper, regions of convergence will be determined
for four of these series. For convenience, their definitions are stated ;
mI, ... , mn are summation indices running from 0 to 00 .
Z (a, ml + ...+mn) fr (bp, m,,}x'J:p
m1.. ... m" (c, ml + ...+mk)(c', mk+1 + ...+mn) ,,-1 m,.! ,
(a, ml + ... +mk}(a', mk+1 + ... +mn) fr (bp, mp}x'J:"
(c, ml +...+ mn) ,,-1 m,,! '
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The following results have been obtained.
Series Region of convergence
max [x/ll + max IX/ll < 1
/l-I .....k /l-k+l. ....n
(kW~f1 max Ix,..I < ! +V{!-(IX11+ ...+lxkl)}
/l-k+l .....n
For k = 0 and k = n the four series reduce to simpler hypergeometric
series, and it is easily seen that the regions of convergence accordingly
reduce to familiar ones, max over 0 being interpreted as zero.
To prove the statements in the Table we first observe that the region
of convergence for a hypergeometric series is independent of the para-
meters (exceptional values for which the series becomes meaningless or
terminating being tacitly excluded) ; this is a well-known consequence of
Stirling's theorem. We therefore take parameters equal to unity, replace
the variables by their absolute values, and determine the region of con-
vergence in question from the series of positive terms so obtained. For
brevity, series that have identical regions of convergence are called
equivalent; moreover, define
I = ml +... +mk, J =mk+l + ...+mn,
and let i, j denote summation indices running from 0 to oc. Detailed
proofs will now be given.
(i). The series mE~) is equivalent to the series
Since all terms are positive, we must have
k
[max IX/llJi<.L IIlx/llm/l«i +l)k[ max IX/lI]!.
/l-I . ....k I=i /l=1 /l=I .....k
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The factor (i+ l)k, which exceeds the number of terms, does not affect
the region of convergence; hence, 81 is equivalent to
(i+j)!T 1 = ~ - .-,-.,- [ max IX",I]( [ max Ix",I]!.
'.1 ~. J. ",-1• . .. . k "'=k+1. ......
This is an F2 , and the first statement follows.
(ii). The series ~~lE!B) is equivalent to the series
which is, cf. case (i), equivalent to
This is an Fa, and the second statement follows.
(iii). The series (klH~) is equivalent to the series
One of the inner series can be summed, and the other is of the type
considered in case (i). We then find that 8a is equivalent to
which is an H a. The third statement is thus proved .
(iv). Consider finally the series (klH~"). It is equivalent to the series
where
A = 1- (IXk+11 + ...+ IXnl).
The fourth statement is now obvious.
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The series Df;.~ and (k) H~fl) remain; they cannot be treated in the same
manner because negative terms invariably occur in these cases. The
method has been applied, however, to certain multiple hypergeometric
series in 2M variables [2].
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